Orientation specificity of contrast adaptation in visual cortical pinwheel centres and iso-orientation domains.
Exposure to a high-contrast visual stimulus causes adaptation, a psychophysical phenomenon that is quite selective for stimulus orientation. Its mechanism is largely cortical but the underlying circuitry is still not unambiguously resolved. It has been suggested that adaptation could be the result of integration of inputs from cells within a large local pool, effectively scaling their outputs with respect to local contrast. In this case, orientation selectivity of neuronal adaptation should depend on the location of neurons within the cortical map of orientation preference. We tested this hypothesis by quantifying adaptation to optimally oriented and to orthogonal-to-optimum gratings among neurons recorded either from iso-orientation domains or orientation pinwheel centres, as identified by optical imaging of cat visual cortex. We did not find a significant difference in adaptation characteristics for these two populations of cells, implying that these characteristics do not depend on the local functional architecture. Surprisingly, however, we additionally observed that under isoflurane (but not halothane) anaesthesia, most neurons exhibited adaptation by cross-oriented gratings, regardless of their location within the orientation map. It seems likely that, under isoflurane, inputs became visible that were masked by the commonly used, deeper halothane anaesthesia. For individual cells, the presence of these inputs was independent of their location within the cortical orientation map.